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Greetings Brothers of the Northwest Province,  

 

The Province Assembly Planning Committee has had a great year together. Like I said in my 

Officer Report, this committee was full of dedicated brothers who were truly interested in 

helping improve the Province in any way possible. That being said, the Province Assembly 

Planning Committee was able to put in tremendous work and complete our charges this year.  

 

We were able to complete the Winter Province Assembly “Hype Video” with contributions from 

brothers across the Province. I would like to thank all the brothers who submitted pictures, this 

was instrumental to the creation of the video. As mentioned in my officer report, brothers Jenny 

Guov, Mark Nguyen and Kevin Li played key roles in acquiring videos of Vancouver, B.C. and 

creating the final video. Additionally, through the utilization of a google doc, the committee was 

able to edit the entire 16-page Province Assembly Planning Packet this year for future host 

chapters. In one of our last meetings, we were able to collaborate with the Risk Management 

Committee for the assessment of the Winter Province Assembly Socials to ensure the safety of 

all visiting brothers.  

 

Though we were able to produce a great Hype Video to promote the Winter Province Assembly, 

the Province Assembly Planning Committee does recommend that it would be easier for the host 

chapters to take on this responsibility. Host chapters are able to obtain video footage of the 

venues and city much easier than we are capable of doing. We did find benefit in making videos 

for our brothers to see and recommend this task to be continued annually. That being said, the 

committee does want to remain a part of the process and aid the host chapter with the 

accumulation of media and in the review of the video prior to posting on social media.  

 

Overall, it has been a productive year for the Province Assembly Planning Committee. I’m proud 

of all the brothers who dedicated their time and effort this year to help with these tasks, you all 

made my job easier. It was an honor to be the Province Assembly Planning Committee Chair. 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

Christopher Cheun 

Province Assembly Planning Committee Chair 

Kappa Psi Pharmaceutical Fraternity, Inc. 

Vicesatrap.nwp@gmail.com 


